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The handmaid's tale

Deja Dead

by Margaret Atwood

by Kathy Reichs

Offred, a Handmaid, describes life in
what was once the United States, now
the Republic of Gilead, a shockingly
repressive and intolerant monotheocracy,
in a satirical tour de force set in the near
future, in a classic work now on Hulu.

Forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance
Brennan sets out on the trail of a killer in
Montreal, after an unidentified,
dismembered female corpse is found
stashed in garbage bags, only to discover
that her determined chase has put her,
her best friend and her teenage daughter
in deadly peril. Basis of the TV series

A game of thrones

Bones.

by George R. R. Martin
The kingdom of the royal Stark family
faces its ultimate challenge in the onset
of a generation-long winter, the
poisonous plots of the rival Lannisters,
the emergence of the Neverborn
demons, and the arrival of barbarian
hordes.

The Carrie diaries
by Candace Bushnell
Tells the story of Manhattan columnist
Carrie Bradshaw's high school years, her
relationships with her peers, and how she
became a writer.

Boardwalk empire: the birth,
high times, and corruption of
Atlantic City

Queen sugar
by Natalie Baszile

by Nelson Johnson
Examines the politcal rivalries and
corrupt practices which led to the creation
of Atlantic City, from it beginnings as a
quiet beach town to its rise as thriving
and lawless city during the Prohibition era
to its establishment as a gambling and entertainment
mecca.

Sharp objects
by Gillian Flynn
Returning to her hometown after an
eight-year absence to investigate the
murders of two girls, reporter Camille
Preaker is reunited with her neurotic
mother and enigmatic, 13-year-old halfsister.

Hoping for a new start when she
unexpectedly inherits a sugarcane farm,
Charley moves to Louisiana, where she
balances the farm's overwhelming
challenges with the needs of her
homesick daughter, her troubled brother,
and her own yearning heart.

Looking for Alaska
by John Green
Sixteen-year-old Miles' first year at
Culver Creek Preparatory School in
Alabama includes good friends and great
pranks, but is defined by the search for
answers about life and death after a fatal
car crash.
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Mindhunter: inside the FBI's
elite serial crime unit

Pretty little liars

by John E Douglas

When one of their group mysteriously
disappears, four high school girls find it
difficult to maintain their friendship as
they begin receiving taunting messages
from someone who seems to know all
their past and present secrets.

The behind-the-scenes chronicle of John
E. Douglas' 25-year career in the FBI
Investigative Support Unit, where he
used psychological profiling to delve into
the minds of the country's most notorious
serial killers and criminals.

Ross Poldark
by Winston Graham

by Sara Shepard

Masters of sex: the life and
times of William Masters and
Virginia Johnson

Ross must begin his life anew when he
returns home from war to find his father
dead, his home overrun by livestock and
drunken servants, and his intended now
engaged to his cousin. Basis for the
series Poldark.

by Thomas Maier

Fresh off the boat: a memoir

Red dragon

by Eddie Huang
A Taiwanese-American rebel restaurateur
chronicles his rise to success from his
difficult childhood in the American South
to his decision to embrace all he had
learned about food in his father's
restaurants and his mother's kitchen to
create his own culinary identity.

Friday night lights: a town, a
team, and a dream
by H. G. Bissinger
Chronicles a football season in Odessa,
Texas, a depressed all-American town
that lives and dies with the fortunes of its
high school football team.

Orange is the new black: my
year in a women's prison
by Piper Kerman
Follows the author's incarceration for
drug trafficking, during which she gained
a unique perspective on the criminal
justice system and met a varied
community of women living under
exceptional circumstances.

Follows the career of the famous sex
research couple who used their own
relationship to gain the confidence of
subjects for their studies and to convince
readers of their expertise.

by Thomas Harris
Will Graham's unusual, fearful ability to
project himself into the minds of
psychopaths puts him on the trail of
Francis Dolorhyde, who committed
bizarre and bloody murders of two
suburban families. basis for the series
Hannibal.

Call the midwife: a memoir of
birth, joy, and hard times
by Jennifer Worth
Reflects on the experiences of a midwife
in London's postwar East End, including
the nuns from whom she learned her
craft and the interesting and challenging
births she aided during her career.

Gossip Girl
by Cecily Von Ziegesar
Welcome to New York City's Upper East
Side, where my friends and I live, go to
school, play, and sleep—sometimes with
each other. The wickedly funny first book
in the #1 New York Times bestselling
series.

